Background: Circadian clocks are synchronized to the solar day via visual and specialized photoreceptors. In Drosophila, CRYPTOCHROME (CRY) is a major photoreceptor that mediates resetting of the circadian clock via light-dependent degradation of the clock protein TIMELESS (TIM). However, in the absence of CRY, this TIM-mediated resetting still occurs in some pacemaker neurons, resulting in synchronized behavioral rhythms when flies are exposed to light-dark cycles. Even in the additional absence of visual photoreception, partial molecular and behavioral light synchronization persists. Therefore, other important clock-related photoreceptive and synchronization mechanisms must exist. Results: We identified a novel clock-controlled gene (quasimodo) that encodes a light-responsive and membraneanchored Zona Pellucida domain protein that supports lightdependent TIM degradation. Whereas wild-type flies become arrhythmic in constant light (LL), quasimodo mutants elicit rhythmic expression of clock proteins and behavior in LL. QUASIMODO (QSM) can function independently of CRY and is predominantly expressed within CRY-negative clock neurons. Interestingly, downregulation of qsm in the clock circuit restores LL clock protein rhythms in qsm-negative neurons, indicating that qsm-mediated light input is not entirely cell autonomous and can be accessed by the clock circuit. Conclusions: Our findings indicate that QSM constitutes part of a novel and CRY-independent light input to the circadian clock. Like CRY, this pathway targets the clock protein TIM. QSM's light-responsive character in conjunction with the predicted localization at the outer neuronal membrane suggests that its function is linked to a yet unidentified membranebound photoreceptor.
Introduction
Circadian clocks are accurately synchronized to natural environmental cycles and ensure that biological functions occur at advantageous times [1] . Malfunction of this timing system, caused either by defects in the circadian clock or by interruption of the synchronization pathways, negatively impacts the fitness of organisms [2] . In Drosophila the central clock relies on the daily expression rhythms of the clock proteins PER and TIM [3] . period and timeless transcription is activated by the bHLH-PAS transcription factors CLOCK and CYCLE (CLK/CYC), which are cyclically deactivated by the PER and TIM proteins, thereby forming a negative feedback loop. Apart from central clock genes, this feedback loop can also control so-called clock-controlled genes (CCGs), which as a result also show daily oscillations. CCGs act in clock output pathways where they regulate rhythmic physiology and behavior, but also mediate responsiveness of environmental input pathways (e.g., [4, 5] ).
One prominent output controlled by the fly clock is the rest/ activity rhythm, which persists under conditions of constant darkness and temperature (DD) with a free-running period of approximately 24 hr. This rhythmic behavior is controlled by w150 period-and timeless-expressing clock neurons in the fly brain, which are divided into seven groups according to their anatomical position within the brain: in each hemisphere there are three groups of dorsal neurons (17 DN 1 , 2 DN 2 , w40 DN 3 ), six dorsal lateral neurons (LN d ), five small ventral lateral neurons (s-LN v ), four to five large ventral lateral neurons (l-LN v ), and a lateral posterior group (three LPN) [6, 7] (Figure 4 ). Pigment dispersing factor (PDF) is a critical neurotransmitter produced in about 10% of the clock neurons (in all LN v , except the ''fifth s-LN v ''). The role of the PDF + s-LN v s is to synchronize other clock neurons and maintain free-running rhythmic behaviors [8, 9] .
Synchronization of the fly clock to light is largely mediated by the blue-light photoreceptor CRYPTOCHROME (CRY) [10, 11] . CRY undergoes a light-induced conformational change, followed by binding to, and degradation of, TIM before CRY itself is degraded [12] . Degradation of both proteins is mediated by the F-box protein JETLAG (JET), which targets them for ubiquitination and proteasomal turnover [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . This mechanism explains the arrhythmic behavior observed in wild-type flies in constant light (LL) and why CRY mutants show abnormal rhythmic behavior in LL [18] .
CRY is expressed within most of the clock neuronal groups (except the LPN, the DN 2 , and most of the DN 3 ), making them potentially intrinsically light sensitive [10, 19] . In addition to CRY, other photoreceptors including the compound eyes and the Hofbauer-Buchner eyelet contribute to clock synchronization [20] [21] [22] . Interestingly, at least some of these inputs result in synchronized degradation of TIM in the absence of CRY, suggesting the existence of a novel molecular pathway for clock resetting by light [21, 22] .
Previously we identified a novel CCG (CG13432), which encodes a 45 kD ZP-domain protein [23] . ZP-domain proteins were first identified from the thick extracellular coat, Zona Pellucida, of the mouse oocyte. More than 100 members of this family, which usually exert their function extracellular or attached to the membrane, have been identified in animal genomes [24] . In addition to the common 260 amino acid sequence signature known as ZP-domain, most proteins also contain an N-terminal signal peptide, an endoproteinase cleavage site (consensus furin cleavage site, CFCS), and a C-terminal transmembrane domain (TMD) or glycosyl phosphatidylinositol-(GPI-) membrane anchor ( Figure S1A available online). ZP proteins play critical roles in various processes as for example the sperm-recognition/acrosome reaction, angiogenesis, tracheal system development, and sound-mediated mechanosensation [24] [25] [26] . Here we reveal that CG13432 functions within the clock neuronal circuit and provide evidence for its involvement in a potentially CRY-independent light-input pathway to the clock. Activation of this novel pathway results in degradation of TIM and downregulation of CG13432 protects clock proteins from degradation. Interestingly, this protection also occurs in neurons that do not express CG13432, demonstrating non-cell-autonomous effects on the clock circuitry.
Results
Light Response of the CG13432 Protein Like per, tim, and cry, CG13432 is rhythmically expressed in the photoreceptor cells of the compound eye [23] . By applying a CG13432-specific antiserum ( Figures S1A and S2D ), we reveal that in wild-type fly head extracts, the protein peaks at dawn (ZT2, Figure 1A ) and remains at basal levels throughout the rest of the LD cycle. In constant darkness, the CG13432 protein is constitutively expressed at intermediate levels (Figure 1B) . This finding implies that CG13432 levels may somehow be regulated by light. After exposing wild-type flies to light at ZT22 (effectively advancing the LD cycles by 2 hr), CG13432 immunoreactivity indeed dramatically increases after ''lights on'' ( Figure 1C ). CG13432 levels start to increase 2 min after light exposure, although significant changes compared to dark levels are reached only after 1 hr. This is in agreement with the rapid surge of CG13432 protein levels between ZT0 and ZT1 during normal light-dark cycles ( Figure 1D ).
To investigate whether this response is mediated mainly on a transcriptional or posttranscriptional level, we also applied light pulses to the original luciferase enhancer-trap line CG13432 [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] (bioluminescence recordings from these flies reflect the transcriptional activity of the CG13432 gene [23] ). In contrast to the strong increase of CG13432 protein levels in response to light exposure, no significant effects were observed, suggesting that CG13432 induction by light is mainly (or exclusively) mediated posttranscriptionally (Figure S1B and see Discussion).
quasimodo Is Required for Normal Behavior in Constant Light Flies homozygous for the P element insertion lines CG13432 [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and CG13432 l(2)05510 [23, 27] die during the pupal stage, whereas trans-heterozygotes (CG13432 1-17/l(2)05510 ) are viable but show a twisted deformation of the thoracic cuticle looking much like a hunchback ( Figure S2B ). We therefore named the CG13432 gene ''quasimodo'' (qsm) [28] and renamed the insertions qsm [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] and qsm l(2)05510 ( Figure S2A ). Due to the sluggishness and short lifespan of the transheterozygotes, we applied RNAi methodology via the GAL4/UAS system to further study qsm function [29] . The efficiency of qsm RNAi treatment was determined by RT-qPCR and immunoblotting ( Figures S2C and S2D, see below) .
We first investigated locomotor activity after manipulating qsm expression in all timeless-expressing cells. In LD cycles (L bright 2500 lux or L dim 35-55 lux) and in constant darkness (DD), tim-Gal4/UAS-qsmRNAi flies showed no significant differences compared to control animals ( Figure S3 and data not shown). In LL bright , however, depending on the driver and RNAi line, between 50% and 85% of the tim-Gal4/UASqsmRNAi flies showed robust rhythmicity with a period length of 27.2 hr (Table 1) . In LL dim , the majority of tim-Gal4/UASqsmRNAi flies (135 out of 167, or 81%-the average of all tim-Gal4/UAS-qsmRNAi combinations analyzed) show abnormal rhythmicity in LL (average period 27.1 hr) whereas control animals were largely arrhythmic ( Figure 2A and Table  1 ). To help our subsequent investigations, we generated a recombinant strain between tim-Gal4:16 and UAS-qsmRNAi(2), which we will subsequently refer to as tim-qsmRNAi ( Figure 2A and Table 1) . qsm 104 and qsm 105 are two Gal4 insertion lines that are inserted near the qsm transcription start site and interfere with qsm expression ( Figure S2 ). Because qsm 104 is homozygous lethal, we tested different combinations of the two alleles in LL ( Figure 2A and and long period rhythms (28.0 6 0.6 hr and 28.6 6 0.4 hr, respectively) as found in tim-qsmRNAi flies (Table 1) . LL rhythmicity observed in the qsm 105 allele correlates well with the reduced levels of QSM expression caused by this insertion ( Figure S2D) . Surprisingly, heterozygosis for qsm 104 also leads to a drastic reduction in QSM protein levels, yet only 28% of the qsm 104/+ flies show LL rhythmicity ( Figure S2D ; Table 1 ). We assume that this is due to the more restricted expression pattern of qsm 104 compared to that of qsm 105 within the clock neurons (e.g., qsm 104 labels 7-8 DN 3 , qsm 105 labels 14-15 DN 3 ; Table S1 ). In other words, the protein estimates from western blots mainly reflect QSM expression in the eye, which is not relevant for the behavioral rhythmicity controlled by the clock neurons (eye-specific reduction of qsm via gmr-Gal4 does not result in LL rhythmicity, whereas pan-neural silencing via elavGal4 does; Table 1 ).
It is unlikely that the observed LL rhythmicity is due to ''off target'' effects (caused by qsmRNAi expression in cells that normally do not express qsm), because different types of qsmRNAi constructs caused the same phenotype (Table 1 and Experimental Procedures). Nevertheless, we expressed qsmRNAi using the qsm-Gal4 lines mentioned above to restrict RNAi expression to qsm-expressing cells. As expected, the percentage of LL-rhythmic flies for qsm 104 qsmRNAi compared ;; tim-qsmRNAi/+ is offspring of tim-qsmRNAi/TM3 crossed to Canton S. Average period length (t.Mean) and rhythmic statisitics (RS) are shown along with SEM. Cut-off for rhythmicity: RS > 1.5. Plus sign indicates wild-type chromosome resulting from crossings. For ls or s tim alleles, allele-specific PCRs were performed with pooled genomic DNA samples (n = 3). ls, homozygous for ls-tim; ls/s, heterozygous for ls and s-tim; ls (s) or ls/s, when heterozygous ls/s flies are crossed to a homzygous ls (or s) variant, the offspring is either homozygous ls (or s) or heterozygous ls/s. In addition, all LL-rhythmic genotypes or parental stocks were genotyped for the jet polymorphisms jet c or jet r and found to be jet Autocorrelation evaluates rhythmicity of the data by pairing the whole data set to itself whereby the two series are lagged out of register to each other in a temporal manner. The harmonic wave forms visible in the plots of qsm and cry mutants indicate that the two data series slip into register again after w24 hr, and hence they behave rhythmically. Correlation coefficients with range from 21 to 1 appear on the ordinate and the time lag (hr) is plotted on the abscissa. Peaks above the shaded area centered around 0 (defining a 95% confidence interval) indicate that rhythmicity is to qsm 104 alone increased from 28% to 76% (Table 1 ), indicating that the further reduction of qsm levels in qsm-expressing cells indeed enhances the phenotype. In case of qsm 105 , the percentage of LL rhythmicity remained around 50%-60% regardless of additional qsmRNAi ( Table 1 ). The lack of enhancement is most probably due to the less severe reduction of QSM protein levels in flies carrying only one copy of the qsm 105 allele ( Figure S2D) . In other words, heterozygosis for qsm 105 plus qsmRNAi (50% LL rhythmicity) leads to a similar reduction of QSM levels as homozygosis for qsm 105 (57% LL rhythmicity). In summary, the abnormal LL rhythmicity observed in the various alleles (Gal4 P element insertions and/or qsmRNAi) is caused by interfering with endogenous qsm expression.
Reducing QSM Levels Stabilizes TIM and PER Based on our behavior results, we speculated that altering QSM levels influences clock protein levels. We therefore determined TIM protein levels in tim-qsmRNAi fly head extracts and found increased TIM levels compared to wild-type during LD cycles, both shortly before and after lights on ( Figure 2B ). Strikingly, during day 2 and 3 in constant light, TIM protein levels in tim-qsmRNAi oscillated in a circadian fashion (Figure 2C) . In contrast, wild-type flies exhibit low constitutive TIM levels under these conditions ( Figure 2C ) [30] .
To see whether a similar stabilization may account for the behavioral rhythms of qsm mutants in LL, we investigated PER (which requires TIM in order to be stable in the presence of light [3] ) oscillations in the clock neurons of tim-qsmRNAi flies under identical conditions as described above. It has previously been shown that TIM and PER oscillations cease in clock neurons of wild-type flies in LL [16] . As expected, we could not detect PER-positive signals at any time in control fly brains (10 y w flies for each time point; data not shown). In contrast, we found that all groups of the dorsal clock neurons (DN 1-3 ) exhibited robust PER oscillations in timqsmRNAi flies ( Figure 2D ). The lateral neurons (LN) showed much lower PER signals and no oscillation (weak PER oscillations were observed in the LN d but these were not significant). Therefore, it seems that in constant light the DN are the major oscillators and drive rhythmic behavior in tim-qsmRNAi flies. Since downregulation of qsm also restores TIM oscillations in eye photoreceptor cells (which form the bulk of clock protein-containing tissue in fly heads and therefore account for the western blot signals) ( Figures 2B and 2C ) [11] , our results show that QSM mediates light input to both neuronal and peripheral circadian oscillators.
qsm Is Expressed in Subsets of Clock Neurons
The striking PER oscillations in the DN of tim-qsmRNAi flies suggest that qsm is endogenously expressed within these neurons. Alternatively, other qsm-expressing cells or DN subsets could signal light information to the DNs, which would point to a non-cell-autonomous function of qsm. To distinguish between these possibilities, we determined the spatial expression pattern of qsm by using the fluorescent reporters GFP and dsRED driven by independent qsm-Gal4 insertion lines ( Figure S2A ). With all three lines, we detected widespread qsm expression in the brain ( Figure S4A Figure 3A ; Table S1 ; see also Figure 5D for a schematic overview). Due to the lack of overlap between PDF and qsm expression ( Figure 3B ), we conclude that the single qsm + LN v is the fifth PDF-negative s-LN v (Table S1 ). In addition, we detected one qsm + PDP1 + DN 1 during DD (CT23) ( Figure 3C ; Table S1 ). Moreover, qsm is expressed in numerous cells in immediate proximity to the clock neurons ( Figure 3 ).
Some, but Not All, qsm + Clock Neurons Express Cryptochrome CRY-positive clock neurons, in particular those located in the dorsal brain, were previously implicated to govern LL rhythms [8, [31] [32] [33] . We therefore investigated the extent of overlap between qsm + and CRY + clock neurons by triple labeling qsm-Gal4/UAS-dsRED flies with CRY and PDP1 antibodies. Consistent with a previous report [19] , we observed prominent CRY staining in subsets of the LN and DN 1 and weaker signals in a few additional clock neurons ( Figure 3C ; Figure S4B , Table S2 ).
We consistently found the qsm-expressing 1-2 LN d to also express CRY ( Figure 3C ; Table S2 ). In varying proportions of brain hemispheres, we also observed 1-2 of the qsm + DN 3 , 1 DN 1 , and the single fifth s-LN v to coexpress CRY ( Figure 3C ; Table S2 ). As expected, the 2 DN 2 and w10 DN 3 showing strong qsm expression are CRY negative ( Figures 3A, 3C , and 5D; Tables S1 and S2; cf. [19] ).
Identification of the Functional qsm Expression Domains within the Clock Circuit
Our analysis of the spatial expression pattern revealed that although most subgroups of clock neurons (except for the LPN and PDF + neurons) contain at least one qsm-positive cell that also expresses CRY, most qsm + clock neurons belong to the DN 2 and DN 3 groups ( Figure 5D ; Table S2 ). To determine the function of this spatially restricted expression pattern, we directed qsmRNAi to particular groups of clock neurons by applying the GAL4/GAL80 system [8, 19] . As expected from significant. UAS-qsmRNAi(2) was expressed in all timeless-expressing cells by the tim-Gal4:16 driver. The combination of both transgenes is referred to as tim-qsmRNAi (see Figure S2C for determination of qsmRNAi efficiency and Figure S3 for tim-qsmRNAi in LD). qsm 104 and qsm 105 are Gal4 insertion lines that result in reduced qsm expression ( Figures S2A and S2D) . The cryptochrome-null mutant (cry out ), wild-type (Canton S), and y w strains were used as controls. All flies are homozygous for ls-tim. the lack of qsm-Gal4 expression in PDF + neurons ( Figure 3B ), expressing qsmRNAi only in PDF + neurons does not result in LL rhythmicity (with either the Pdf-Gal4 or Gal1118 driver lines; PDF + in Table 2 and Figure 4) . Similarly, excluding qsmRNAi only from the PDF + LN v does not interfere with LL rhythmicity (tim-Gal4/Pdf-Gal80/qsmRNAi flies; TIM + PDF 2 in Figure 4 and Table 2 ). In contrast, interfering with qsm expression in all LN d , LN v , and a subset of DN 3 and DN 1 (using a cry-Gal4 driver, CRY + in Figure 4 ) results in >35% LL rhythmicity ( Figure 4 , Table   2 ), indicating that qsm indeed functions within a subset of the CRY-expressing cells. Expression of qsmRNAi in CRY 2 clock cells (tim-Gal4/cry-Gal80; TIM + CRY 2 in Figure 4 and Table 2 ) results in almost 40% LL rhythmicity, again indicating that both CRY + and CRY 2 qsm-expressing cells contribute to qsm-dependent light input into clock neurons. These results therefore nicely confirm our spatial expression analysis and underline the importance of both CRY + and CRY 2 neurons for qsm-dependent light input to the clock (Figure 4 ; Table 2 ). Tables S1 and S2 ). Z-stacks of optical sections are shown, except where indicated otherwise. Scale bars represent 10 mm except where indicated. Light intensity: w2500 lux.
Does QSM Mediate a Novel CRY-Independent TIM Degradation Pathway? CRY and qsm are coexpressed in several cell types (e.g., photoreceptor cells, subsets of clock neurons, see above), and moreover several qsm-negative DN 1 (which are potentially CRY + ) are influenced indirectly by downregulation of qsm (Figure 2D) . Therefore QSM's function in light input could be coupled to the known CRY-dependent pathway or alternatively it could fulfill a CRY-independent role. We therefore determined any potential influence of QSM expression on CRY by measuring transgenic CRY-Luciferase fusion protein [12] and endogenous CRY levels in both qsmRNAi and qsmoverexpressing flies (Figures S5A-S5C ). Both manipulations had no effects on CRY levels, indicating that QSM functions either downstream or independent of CRY.
Next, we investigated the effects of qsm overexpression on TIM levels in the presence and absence of CRY. In agreement with the observed increase of TIM after downregulation of qsm ( Figures 2B and 2C ), lower levels of TIM protein were observed after overexpressing qsm using tim-Gal4 (qsm OX ; Figure 5A ). Strikingly, significant TIM reduction induced by qsm overexpression and light-induced increase of QSM remain intact in cry out flies ( Figures 5B and 5C ). Both results strongly imply that QSM participates in a novel TIM degradation pathway, which can operate independent of CRY.
Discussion
Light Responsiveness of ''Quasimodo'' We discovered that quasimodo, a clock-controlled gene, encodes a protein that somehow responds to the presence of light and which is required for the normal behavioral response of flies to constant light (Figures 1 and 2 ). We could show that the light-dependent increase in QSM levels is mediated at a posttranscriptional level. This implies that circadian photoreception in Drosophila relies mainly on posttranscriptional mechanisms, because both CRY and QSM levels change after light exposure, despite clock-controlled transcription of both genes [4, 23] . In contrast, most of the known light induction mechanisms in the circadian clock of other organisms occur at the transcriptional level [1] .
The apparent rapid increase of QSM levels after light exposure (about 1 hr; Figures 1C and 1D ) could be due to increased translation efficiency and/or stabilization of the protein. Alternatively, QSM's rapid light response could reflect a conformational change resulting in the exposition of epitopes that are hidden in the dark state, as for example caused by a lightinduced protease cleavage event at the conserved furin cleavage site ( Figure S1A ).
Quasimodo Supports Cryptochrome-Independent Degradation of Timeless QSM's light response and qsm-mediated TIM reduction occurs in the cryptochrome-null background ( Figures 5B and  5C ), indicating that QSM is part of a CRY-independent lightinput pathway targeting TIM ( Figure 5D ). The existence of , Gal1118 (n = 15) or Pdf-Gal4 (n = 8); CRY + , cryGal4:13. All flies analyzed here are homozygous for ls-tim and jet + . such a pathway could be expected, given that in the absence of functional CRY, TIM and PER oscillations can be robustly synchronized by light-dark cycles in certain clock neurons (e.g., s-LN v and DN 1 ) [11, 21] . Alternatively, because we observed enhanced TIM degradation after overexpression of QSM, CRY could normally activate QSM, placing both proteins in the same pathway. Nevertheless, the fact that QSM's response to light occurs independent of CRY suggests that both proteins also mediate TIM degradation independently ( Figures 5C and 5D) . In contrast to the light-triggered increase of QSM levels, it is not clear whether the effects of QSM on TIM stability also depend on light (e.g., we do observe increased TIM levels in qsmRNAi flies compared to controls in the dark; Figure 2B ). But since the most prominent changes of QSM levels depend on light, it is most likely that the strongest influence on TIM levels also occurs in the presence of light. In any case our results clearly show that QSM influences the stability of TIM.
The Neural Substrates of Quasimodo Function
The dorsal clock neurons (LN d and DN 1 ) play an important role in generating rhythmic behavior in LL [8, [31] [32] [33] . By analyzing three Gal4 lines inserted at different sites within upstream or intronic endogenous qsm sequences ( Figure S2) , we revealed the identity of qsm-positive cells in the fly brain (Figures 3 and 5D ; Figure S4 ). Although qsm expression was detected in all clock neuronal groups except for the LPN, signals were restricted to subsets of the neurons in each category (Tables S1 and S2) . Among these cells, the DN 2 and the large majority of the DN 3 do not express CRY, and all others coexpress CRY and qsm (Figures 3 and 5D : Tables S1 and S2). Our functional analysis revealed that both CRY-positive and CRY-negative qsm-expressing cells contribute to the LL-rhythmic phenotype (Figure 4) , further confirming the restricted qsm expression pattern within the circadian network. In agreement with these results, we also found that the main LL oscillators (identified by rhythmic PER expression) in tim-qsmRNAi flies are the DN [1] [2] [3] . Because the number of DN 1 that exhibit PER oscillations (e.g., CT0) ( Figure 2D ) exceeds the number of qsm-expressing neurons in this group (only one DN 1 was found to express qsm), it is clear that CRY + qsm 2 DN 1 show oscillating PER expression in tim-qsmRNAi flies during LL. Similarly, because a maximum of two DN 3 express CRY, it follows that CRY 2 qsm + DN 3 exhibit PER oscillations in LL. This result therefore not only supports the idea that QSM can mediate TIM degradation independent of CRY, but also suggests that qsm can function in a non-cell-autonomous manner ( Figure 5D ).
Previously, an unknown photosensitivity in DN 3 s has been postulated [34] and light-induced TIM degradation occurs in the CRY 2 DN 3 [19] . Combined with the qsm expression pattern and QSM's acute light responsiveness, it seems plausible that QSM contributes to the DN 3 light sensitivity. Reducing expression of the RNA-binding protein Curled/Nocturnin in the DN 3 also generates LL rhythmicity and restores PER oscillations in the DN 1-3 but the temporal Curled/Nocturnin protein profile is in almost opposite phase compared to that of QSM during LD [35] . This could suggest that both factors may function during dusk and dawn, respectively.
Potential Mechanism of Quasimodo Function
ZP domain proteins are characterized by a wide diversity of function (see Introduction), and therefore it is difficult to predict qsm's function simply based on its protein sequence ( Figure S1A ). The maturation of other ZP proteins is completed via a process involving membrane targeting, site-specific protein cleavage, and assembly into extracellular macrostructures [36] . It is likely that some of these processing events are connected to the light responsiveness of QSM and to its at least partially non-cell-autonomous function. No known photoreceptor-related domains are apparent in the QSM protein sequence ( Figure S1A ) and therefore it is unlikely that QSM is a direct target of light.
Instead, QSM could be activated by a photoreceptor and signal light information to the clock. But what could be the nature of the photoreceptor responsible for QSM's response to light, if it is not CRY? The predicted localization of QSM suggests the involvement of a membrane-bound photoreceptor like Rhodopsin. Indeed, it is possible that Rhodopsins are expressed within the Drosophila brain: Except for the two DN 1 s that are already present in third instar larvae, all other DN 1 (w15 per hemisphere) express the photoreceptor differentiation factor GLASS, which is not expressed in any of the other clock neuronal groups [37] . Moreover, in glass loss-of-function mutants, these DN 1 are missing along with all other retinal and extraretinal opsin-based photoreceptor cells, and evidence from behavioral experiments suggests that the DN 1 contribute to circadian light entrainment [21, 34, 37] . This suggests that the DN 1 may indeed have intrinsic photoreceptive function, although so far no Rhodopsin expression could be demonstrated within these neurons. It is possible that the qsm-expressing DN 3 neurons receive light information from the DN 1 or from other opsinbased photoreceptors via neuronal communication. Alternatively, the DN 3 themselves may express one of the seven Drosophila Rhodopsin genes, or even a novel type of photoreceptive molecule. Participation of QSM in opsin-based circadian photoreception is also indicated by its light-dependent destabilization of TIM in retinal photoreceptors ( Figures  2B and 2C) .
Again, based upon the predicted membrane localization of QSM, it seems unlikely that QSM directly interacts with TIM and our initial attempts to detect their physical interaction failed. Although hypothetical at this point, we favor a model in which QSM interacts with other membrane proteins, for example ion channels, and thereby alters electrical properties of clock neurons in a light-dependent fashion. Similar to what has been described for the interaction between the GPIanchored neurotoxin SLEEPLESS and the SHAKER K + channel [38, 39] , it is conceivable that upon light activation, QSM undergoes a conformational change or processing event (e.g., furin cleavage), which changes membrane conductance via interacting ion channels or transporters.
We demonstrated that QSM is a novel light-responsive protein that is involved in a light-input pathway to the circadian clock that most likely acts independent of CRY. Reduction of qsm expression results in abnormal PER/TIM oscillations and abnormal rhythmicity in constant light. This LL rhythmicity is largely mediated by qsm-expressing CRY + and CRY 2 clock neurons in the dorsal brain. Importantly, qsm functions noncell autonomously and could be part of the machinery responsible for a novel photosensitivity in DN 3 clock neurons, which may influence all circadian clock neurons via neuronal communication (e.g., [34, 40] ).
Experimental Procedures
Flies and Generation of Transgenics qsm [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] was isolated in the Jeff Hall lab and is described in [23] . The qsmRNAi and pUAST-qsm constructs were cloned as described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures and microinjected into y w embryos via standard techniques [41] resulting in UAS-qsmRNAi(2) and UAS-qsm OX . All other flies were obtained from stock centers or previously published (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Behavior and Analysis
Locomotor activity of 2-to 3-day-old individual adult males was recorded by an automated infrared beam monitoring system (Trikinetics, Waltham, MA) for 4-7 days in 12 hr:12 hr light-dark cycles and then in constant darkness/ constant light for another 7-10 days as described previously [16] . Calculation of free-running period and plotting of daily average histograms and actograms was performed with the fly toolbox and MATLab software [42] . For details and adjustment of light intensities, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Western Blot
Flies of the indicated genotypes were kept in LD cycles for at least 3 days and then collected on dry ice at the indicated ZT during the following LD day. For DD experiments, flies were collected from the first day in DD onward (e.g., CT18 = 30 hr in darkness). For LL experiments, flies were collected from the second day in LL onward (e.g., CT0 = 24 hr in light). To mimic the conditions of the behavioral experiments, light intensity was adjusted 50 lux (LL) and w2500 lux (LD), respectively. For details about preparations of head extracts and how protein blots were performed, see Supplemental Experimental Procedures and [11] .
Immunohistochemistry
Prior to collection at the indicated ZT/CT, flies from different strains were entrained for at least 2 days to 12 hr:12 hr LD conditions. Light intensity was w2500 lux for LD and 50 lux for LL experiments, thereby exactly recapitulating the conditions in the behavioral and western blot assays (in fact, the same incubators and settings were used to entrain the flies). Antibody staining of whole-mounted brains was performed as previously described [34] and outlined in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
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